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Hybrid Improper Ferroelectricity in Columnar (NaY)MnMnTi4O12
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Abstract: We show that cation ordering on A site
columns, oppositely displaced via coupling to B site
octahedral tilts, results in a polar phase of the columnar
perovskite (NaY)MnMnTi4O12. This scheme is similar to
hybrid improper ferroelectricity found in layered per-
ovskites, and can be considered a realisation of hybrid
improper ferroelectricity in columnar perovskites. The
cation ordering is controlled by annealing temperature
and when present it also polarises the local dipoles
associated with pseudo-Jahn–Teller active Mn2+ ions to
establish an additional ferroelectric order out of an
otherwise disordered dipolar glass. Below TN�12 K,
Mn2+ spins order, making the columnar perovskites rare
systems in which ordered electric and magnetic dipoles
may reside on the same transition metal sublattice.

The study of ferroelectricity in perovskite-type oxides is
now more prominent than ever following the boom in
fundamental and applied research into multiferroic
materials.[1–4] While proper ferroelectric instabilities typically
originate in pseudo-Jahn–Teller (pJT) d0 covalency (e.g.
Ti4+)[5] or stereochemical lone-pair activity (e.g. Pb2+ or
Bi3+),[6,7] the perovskite framework has the potential to
support more exotic mechanisms of electric polarisation.
The so-called GdFeO3 distortion[8] is ubiquitous in ABO3

simple perovskites and can be understood in terms of
antiphase BO6 octahedral rotations within the ab-plane,
accompanied by in-phase octahedral rotations about the c-
axis; (a� ,a� ,c+) in Glazer notation.[9] These rotations togeth-
er introduce displacements of A site cations that are exactly

opposite in direction from one layer to the next on moving
along c. If alternate layers are made symmetry inequivalent
a net polarisation may be established, as is the case for some
Ruddlesden-Popper[10] and Dion-Jacobson[11] phases, or
composite heterostructures.[12,13] This form of electric polar-
isation, known as hybrid improper ferroelectricity, was
demonstrated relatively recently and has generated new
directions in ferroelectrics and multiferroics research.[14]

In this communication, we go beyond the layered
paradigm of hybrid improper ferroelectricity and demon-
strate that a similar phenomenon can be activated in the
columnar perovskite (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 (general formula
A2A’A’’B4O12). In this material Na+ and Y3+ ions are
distributed over oppositely displaced A site columns estab-
lished by an (a+,a+,c� ) octahedral tilting scheme, in contrast
to the oppositely displaced layers discussed above. Mn2+

ions are found in square-planar (A’) and tetrahedral (A’’)
sites, while Ti4+ ions are located at the pervoskite B sites.[15]

We show that a partial ordering of Na+ and Y3+ between
the oppositely displaced columns can be controlled by the
annealing temperature, and stabilised to generate a hybrid
improper polarisation. (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 also supports a
pJT ferroelectric instability associated with underbonded,
square-planar coordinated Mn2+ ions as found in
CaMnTi2O6.

[16,17] We show that in the absence of A site
cation order the pJT instability leads to a globally centro-
symmetric Mn2+ dipolar-glass, while in the presence of A
site cation order a Mn2+ proper ferroelectric polarisation is
established. Finally, we show that antiferromagnetic order of
the same Mn2+ ions develops in both structures below TN=

12 K.
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Two polycrystalline samples of (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 with
the same nominal composition were prepared from stoichio-
metric mixtures of MnO, “Na2TiO3” (a mixture of β-
Na2TiO3 and Na8Ti5O12), Y2O3 and TiO2 at 6 GPa using a
belt-type high-pressure apparatus (Supporting Information).
One sample was annealed at 1550 K (labeled LTA for low-T
annealing), and the other was annealed at 1750 K (labeled
HTA for high-T annealing). The 100 K crystal structure of
both samples was characterised by synchrotron powder X-
ray diffraction (PXRD) performed at beamline BL02B2 of
SPring-8, Japan,[18,19] and by neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) using the WISH instrument[20] at ISIS, UK.

The PXRD and NPD data from sample LTA (Figure 1a)
could be fitted by a main phase with the columnar
perovskite parent symmetry of P42/nmc

[21] (Figure 2a), plus
trace TiO2 and Y2Ti2O7 impurity phases. In addition, a weak
{100} family of reflections, indexed with respect to the main
phase but forbidden by the n-glide was clearly observed
(Figure 1a left inset). Hence, the symmetry of sample LTA
could be no higher than the polar space group P42mc, as
found for the proper ferroelectric CaMnTi2O6.

[16] The assign-
ment of a polar space group to sample LTA was confirmed
by second-harmonic-generation (SHG) measurements (Fig-
ure 1a right inset, see Supporting Information for details)
and the observation of piezoelectric activity in RT piezores-
ponse force microscopy (PFM). The dark and light regions
in the PFM images (Figure 1c and d) revealed the presence
of domains with opposite polarity, and the piezoresponce
induced by a dc electric field (Figure 1g) demonstrated
strongly asymmetric hysteretic polarization switching.

The atomic displacements that contribute towards the
ferroelectric polarization in P42mc symmetry occur parallel
to the c-axis.[16] One can show that such displacements give
zero diffraction intensity at the {100} Bragg positions.
Instead, the {100} intensity may originate in displacements
of Ti4+ and/or O2� ions within the ab-plane, and/or a degree
of Na+/Y3+ cation ordering between two A site sublattices

Figure 1. Experimental (black dots), calculated (red line) and difference
(blue line) NPD patterns of a) sample LTA and b) sample HTA of
(NaY)MnMnTi4O12 at 100 K. Tick marks show Bragg reflection
positions for the main perovskite phase (first row), TiO2 impurity
(second row) and Y2Ti2O7 (third row). Asterisks mark peaks belonging
to an unidentified impurity phase. Insets: {100} peak region measured
by PXRD where A1 and A2 are the columns in the structure (left) and
SHG measured at 298 K (right). Vertical and lateral PFM images are
shown in c), and d) for sample LTA, and in e) and f) for sample HTA.
Panel g) shows a local piezoresponse hysteresis loop.

Figure 2. a) Crystal structure of (NaY)MnMnTi4O12, b) (a
+,a+,0) octahedra tilts (A4

+ irrep), c) (0,0,c� ) octahedra tilts (Z2
� irrep), d) columnar shifts

(M3
� irrep), e) cation ordering (M1

+ irrep), f) proper polar distortions (Γ3
� irrep) and g) C-type magnetic structure.
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that become inequivalent in P42mc (Wyckoff sites 2a and
2b). To disentangle these two structural modifications we
performed a joint refinement against PXRD and NPD data
using FULLPROF,[22] exploiting the different sensitivity of
the X-ray and neutron scattering amplitudes to Ti4+/O2�

displacements and ordering of Na+ and Y3+ (Supporting
Information). We obtained a structural model in which Ti4+/
O2� displacements were minimal, but with a significant
degree of Na+ and Y3+ cation ordering (�25%) that
maintained the Na+/Y3+ compositional ratio of 1 :1. Analy-
sis of (NaY)� O bond lengths showed that the partial cation
ordering was accompanied by contractions and expansions
of the local oxygen coordination spheres consistent with the
different cation radii. The refined structural model also
included substantial ordered polar displacements of A’Mn2+

ions parallel to the c-axis. This additional contribution to the
macroscopic polarization implies the possibility of partial
switching under external electric field; a likely origin of the
hysteresis loop asymmetry observed in our PFM measure-
ments (Figure 1g). The polar phase of sample LTA was
found to persist up to 1070 K—close to the expected
decomposition temperature—with no evidence for a polar to
centrosymmetric phase transition at high temperature
(Supporting Information).

In contrast, the {100} peak was absent in PXRD and
NPD patterns collected from sample HTA (Figure 1b)
indicating a centrosymmetric P42/nmc crystal structure for
the main phase. This space group assignment was confirmed
by SHG and PFM, which showed no measurable intensity
(Figure 1b right inset) or piezoelectric activity (Figure 1e
and f), respectively. Joint refinement of a P42/nmc structural
model against the X-ray and neutron data confirmed a 1 :1
ratio of Na+ and Y3+ cations statistically distributed across
the symmetry equivalent A-sites. The A’ Mn2+ cations had
an unphysically large isotropic thermal parameter, and a
better fit could be achieved by including positional disorder
above and below the square planar coordination. These
disordered A’ Mn2+ displacements break local inversion
symmetry, and hence represent a proper ferroelectric
instability. While in sample LTA cooperative ferroelectric
order has emerged, the HTA sample maintains a disordered
dipolar-glass-like state at the A’ site.

To explore symmetry relations and coupling schemes
between structural distortions, we used a higher symmetry
parent tetragonal structure with space group P4/mmm that
has the same atomic connectivity as both P42/nmc and
P42mc structures (Figure 2) but with octahedral rotations
and columnar shifts removed (Supporting Information).
From decomposition of the polar P42mc structure with
respect to symmetry adapted distortion modes of the
parent[23] (Supporting Information) we identified a trilinear
free energy invariant of the form η1η2ɛ, which describes the
stabilization of alternating A-site columnar shifts (ɛ) by
large octahedral tilt modes (η1,η2) (see Figure 2). One can
show that this coupling is also present in the centrosymmet-
ric P42/nmc symmetry, and it is analogous to the alternating
shifts of A-site layers induced by octahedral tilts in ABX3

perovskites. Our analysis found another trilinear invariant
of the form ζHIδɛ (Supporting Information), which generates

hybrid improper ferroelectricity (ζHI) by A-site cation order-
ing (δ) coupled to the columnar shifts (ɛ)—again in close
analogy to hybrid improper ferroelectricity in the layered
systems. Finally, one can identify a bilinear invariant of the
form ζHIζpJT that directly couples the pJT instability
associated with the A’ Mn2+ ions to the hybrid improper
ferroelectric polarisation, hence stabilising additional im-
proper ferroelectric order out of an otherwise disordered
Mn2+ dipolar glass.

The magnetic susceptibilities of both samples indicate
phase transitions to an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground
state below TN=12 K (Figure 3 left insets). For both
samples, variable temperature NPD data showed magnetic
intensities developing below TN at Bragg positions that
uniquely identify AFM layers stacked ferromagnetically
along c (Figure 2g). A very weak magnetic intensity was
measured at {111}, which implied different size moments on
the A’ and A’’ sites. This magnetic structure (magnetic space
groups P42’/n’m’c (No. 137.512) and P42’m’c (No. 105.213)
for the non-polar and polar structures, respectively) was
refined against NPD data collected at 1.5 K, as shown in
Figure 3, where the temperature evolution of the refined
magnetic moments is shown in the right insets.

In summary, we have shown that Na+/Y3+ cation order
in (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 can be introduced on A site columns
oppositely displaced by B site octahedral tilts, resulting in an
emergent polar phase in direct analogy to layered hybrid
improper ferroelectrics. The hybrid improper ferroelectricity
in (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 couples to a second polar instability
of the Mn2+ ions, which develops additional ferroelectric

Figure 3. Experimental (black dots), calculated (red line) and difference
(blue line) NPD patterns of a) sample LTA and b) sample HTA of
(NaY)MnMnTi4O12 at 1.5 K. Light blue shading shows the nuclear
contribution to the Bragg intensities. Tick marks show Bragg reflection
positions for the main perovskite phase (first row), TiO2 impurity
(second row), C-type Mn2+ magnetic structure (third row) and Y2Ti2O7

(forth row). Insets: (left) DC magnetic susceptibility χ and Curie–Weiss
fitted χ� 1 versus T curves and (right) temperature dependence of the
ordered magnetic moments.
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order out of an otherwise disordered dipolar glass, giving
rise to asymmetric electric field switching of the net electric
polarisation. We note that the presence of unpaired d-
electrons and the respective magnetic moment is typically
assumed to reduce the tendency for pJT ferroelectric
distortions,[24] yet we show that the Mn2+ ions adopt long
range antiferromagnetic order below 12 K. Hence, the polar
(NaY)MnMnTi4O12 perovskite presents a rare case in which
ordered electric and magnetic dipoles reside on the same
transition metal sublattice, opening a new route to combin-
ing ferroelectric and magnetic orders in the solid state. The
columnar perovskite framework provides great chemical
flexibility, and one might anticipate a number of materials
similar to (NaY)MnMnTi4O12 that can realise hybrid
improper ferroelectricity with cross-coupled polar instabil-
ities intimately related to magnetism.
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Hybrid Improper Ferroelectricity in Colum-
nar (NaY)MnMnTi4O12

In columnar order quadrupole perov-
skites A2A’A’’B4O12 hybrid improper fer-
roelectricity emerges through A-site cati-
on ordering across anti-displaced
structural columns. This novel form of
polar order couples to an intrinsic

proper ferroelectric instability associated
with underbonded magnetic A’ Mn2+

ions, giving rise to a biased, asymmetric
switching response under applied elec-
tric field that coexists at low temperature
with antiferromagnetism.
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